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History of Haddenham

Evaluation

Haddenham History
Haddenham, is a large village of an unusual plan, with three

Most desktop studies collate well information for the last

greens (Church End, Fort End and Townsend) and four

couple of hundred years but only act as a guide for

ponds. The place name is derived from the Old English

anything earlier. It is most often only by the ‘digging of

(Anglo-Saxon) personal name Hæda and ham (homestead,

holes’ (ie archaeology) that information on earlier

village). The Domesday Book of 1086 AD shows Nedreham

periods can be gleaned. Therefore in April 2007 an

(Haddenham) in Stone Hundred, owned by the Archbishop

archaeological evaluation (trial trenching) was

of Canterbury (Lanfranc, King Williams’s brother) and before

undertaken across the site to test the archaeological

the Conquest, by Earl Tosti. It was Assessed at 40 hides and

potential from direct field observation.

valued at £40. There was arable land for 30 ploughs (a huge

The evaluation uncovered archaeological features, such

area) and a total (adult male) population of 56 free tenants
and 15 slaves. Two mills are listed, a church and meadows,
oddly measured as enough for 6 ploughs. Gilbert the priest
held 3 of the hides of land, with a church and 4 tenants. All in
all, this is a very substantial holding for the time. The church
is one of very few mentioned in Buckinghamshire and is

as pits, ditches and walls across the site. The features
showed that a complex pattern of activity mostly dated
from the 11th to 13th centuries existed, although there
was also a single shed of Anglo-Saxon pottery
recovered as well as post-medieval features.

normally reckoned to have been a Minster. Neither it nor the
mills can now be located. The extant St Mary’s church is
13th century.

Under William II, Lanfranc passed part of the manor to the
church of St Andrew’s, Rochester who held it until the
reformation. By 1254, the manor was still nevertheless worth
£40 and assessed for 40 hides. A 3-day fair and weekly
market were granted in 1295, and by 1342 it was taxed at 50
marks.
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